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Welcome to UD Trucks monthly newsletter! In this issue:
• Quon Fujin put to the test in Hokkaido

• UD at Tokyo Motor Show

• The team behind Quon Fujin

• Did you know?

• Customer story in South Africa

• UD History

Quon Fujin put to the test in Hokkaido

UD Trucks successfully demonstrated Level 4 autonomous driving
technology over the span of three weeks at a sugar refining mill in
Hokkaido, an important initiative that can help address a shortage of truck
drivers.
Read more...

The team behind Quon Fujin

The Foretrack function on
ESCOT-VI transmission
can remember every slope
you drive and program
optimized fuel-efficient gear
changes and drive those
slopes for you next time.

Meet five engineers who are dedicated to the
development of autonomous driving at UD
Trucks. Learn how they overcame challenges
to build a fully running prototype and the
possibilities that lie ahead.

Customer story South Africa

UD History

Leading Japan into the
expressway era
Conceived when most
roads in Japan were still
unpaved, 6TW was born
in the moment the country
needed it the most, and
has become a legend in
Japan's booming era of
infrastructure construction.

“Questers have made a huge difference in our
operation compared to other models.”
Clayton Fischer, Operational Manager, SA Metal

Read more...

UD at Tokyo Motor Show
UD Trucks showed how INNOVATION FOR SMART
LOGISTICS will create a better world with solutions
for today, tomorrow and the future.

Re-imagining the truck of
the future
Quon Concept 202X will
be intricately connected to
its surroundings, including
other trucks, infrastructure
and people, achieving
new levels of efficiency,
productivity, safety
and sustainability. This
prefiguration of a truck of
the future employs various
cutting-edge technologies
including AI, personalized
displays and camera
monitoring systems.

Automation and electromobility for tomorrow
Part of our Fujin & Raijin - Vision 2030 innovation
roadmap, on display were the Fujin Automation
Demonstrator, the same vehicle used in Japan’s
first Level 4 autonomous driving trial in Hokkaido
and the Hybrid Raijin Electromobility Demonstrator,
which maximizes payload and power while drastically
reducing noise and emissions.

Explore the UD range of trucks for today
Visitors could feel and touch Quon, UD’s flagship
heavy-duty truck, and New Quester, now equipped
with the renowned ESCOT transmission. Designed
with people in mind, they excel in all the essentials
of today’s smart logistics operation: drivability, fuel
efficiency, safety, productivity and uptime.

UD Trucks at Tokyo Motor Show

UD Trucks press release

Thank you for your interest in UD Trucks. We hope you found some interesting
information in this newsletter, and would love to keep you updated in the future.
See you next month, and until then, keep trucking!
Coming next month: Full recap of Tokyo Motor Show
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